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Abstract- Internet protocol version 6, the new version of the
Internet Protocol has been developed to provide new services and
to provide flexibility to the Internet's growth. An overview of the
key security issues outlines the challenges in deploying and
transitioning to IPv6. Protecting against threats, viruses, hackers
can be regarded as the most difficult problems on the Internet
today. One solution for these attacks is to trace the source of the
attacks. However, it is not easy to trace since the attackers
generally use the spoofed IP source addresses to hide own
network location. The current Internet architecture does not
provide any means to find the real sources of IP packets.
Numerous trace back mechanisms have been proposed to this
prevention method to overcome this issue. Most of such works
have been focused on addressing the trace back issues based on
the Internet protocol version 4 based network. In this paper, the
research group analyze IPv6 hacking techniques and propose a
combined solution from the existing solutions.
Index Terms- IPv6, Trace back issues, Wimax, Spoofed IP
source, IPv4 network

I. INTRODUCTION

T

he number of connected devices is growing vastly where 6.4
Billion connected IoT (Internet of things) will be used in
2016 and it is predicted to go up to 21 Billion IoT devices by
2020. Since IPv4 has a theoretical maximum of about 4 billion
addresses, IPv6 was introduced by The Internet Engineering
Task Force (IETF) in 1998 to supplement (and eventually
replace) IPv4 where IPv6 has an unthinkable theoretical
maximum because it is 2128 of total addresses. Figure 01
illustrates the IPv6 packet header. This ultimate growth, the
potential expansion of security threats has made a big impact on
IPv4 addresses. Therefore, IPv6 addresses were designed with
enhanced security. Figure 02 illustrates how a network structure
goes as hierarchy way in the proposed research.
Security enhancement was another key component in IPv6
development. Security was not considered when IPv4 was
developed. IP Security, a set of protocols were introduced later to
provide data integrity, confidentiality and authentication. IPv6
should provide better security because IPsec is mandatory in
IPv6.
IPv6 has node auto configuration for devices such as PC,
laptop etc. through DHCPv6 which a node can configure its IP
address based on the local information without connecting to a
server.
IPv6 also provides better methods for generating routing
tables and better mobility support [1].

Even if IPv6 was designed for better performance, it faces
some security challenges same as IPv4. IPsec is mandatory in
IPv6 but its use is not, that makes the network and devices
vulnerable to almost all the existing IP related threats. Further,
there’s uncertainty in some of the features of the IPv6 security
suggestions because they are not yet completely understood by
the networking administrators. It holds stakeholders back from
making switch to IPv6. In addition to that the already existing
threats such as application layer attacks, packet flooding can also
affect IPv6 networks and devices [2].
IPv6 traffic is being tunneled over IPv4 connections and
appears to be the regular IPv4 packets unless an organization has
deployed a security mechanism that inspects tunneled traffic.
Firewalls and network management tools which are used for
IPv4 do not automatically block IPv6 traffic coming into
networks. The typical IPv4 security devices are not tuned to look
for IPv6 tunnels [3].
The development of a protocol to replace IPv4 started in
1990s. One major reason for that was the limited maximum
number of IPv4 address space. A technology called NAT
(Network Address Translation) was introduced to alter this space
issue by providing internet access for a huge number of
computers using small number of IP address. NAT was operated
between the hosts and private network. Due to the increase of the
Internet of Things (IoT) devices, NAT comes across vast
management challenges to support communication [9].
Mobile Wimax is a broad band access technology which is
growing rapidly that allows low-cost mobile Internet
applications. Wimax is combined of OFDMA. Some of the main
threats to Wimax security are man-in-the middle, privacy
compromise, theft of service, Denial of service security attack
(DOS)[6][7]. Due to the recent increase in e-crime, DoS/DDoS
attacks, victims and security authorities need IP trace back
mechanism that could trace back the attack to its source [11].
DDoS is a rapidly growing problem in IPV6. Grouping of DDoS
attacks and defenses which gives problem and the current
solution space [10].
Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSs) arranged in the virtual
machines (VMs) of the cloud Systems with a data fusion
methodology in front end and quantitative solution for alert
generated by the IDSs. Detection uses the Dempsters
combination rule to fuse from multiple evidence sources and
solves the problem of analyzing the logs generated by sensors
[4]. K-nearest neighbor (k-NN) and classifying the networks
status, helps to utilized in the detection stage and to differentiate
the network status into each phase [5].
The Router Advertisement (RA) Guard functionality
examines the RAs and filters out RA packets sent by unapproved
devices. The RA guard feature is deactivated by default. By
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allowing, the RA packets received on the interface are dropped
and the port be able to shutdown based on the interface
configuration. The port can be restarted after the constituted time
by configuring the auto-recovery option. RA Guard could be
compared to the best practice of blocking DHCP server-side
traffic from clients [8].
The most popular method of hacking technique is Man in
the Middle (MITM). The tool used can be downloaded from
THC website. MITM take advantage of spoofed neighbor
advertisement and use it to perform sniffing FTP traffic. It is
required at least 3 computers in the same IPv6 network to do
MITM and sniffing. 1st test is to send the ICMPv6 echo request
from client FTP server then take a look at the neighbor cache
entry if it testing no anomaly the next test is started by enabling
IPv6 forwarding and utilizing parasite on the attacker computer.
The goal is to perform man in the middle using spoofed neighbor
advertisement, this test is continued by transferring ICMPv6
echo call to FTP server from client by looking at the neighbor
cache entry. If there is anomaly on the client neighbor cache
attached attacker mac-address. Figure 03, 04 illustrates the Man
in the middle. Hence the traffic from client to FTP server through
the attacker [12].

Figure 03: Man In The Middle
(Source: https://www.sans.org/readingroom/whitepapers/detection/complete guide-ipv6-attackdefense-33904)

Figure 04: Man In The Middle Data Traffic
(Source: https://www.sans.org/readingroom/whitepapers/detection/complete-guide-ipv6-attackdefense-33904)
Another hacking technique which exist in IPv6 is Smurf, a
type of DoS attack which aims to flood the target with network
traffic so that it cannot be accessed. This can be performed by
spoofed ICMP echo request to the broadcast address. Source
address of the request is the target of this technique. IPv6 does
not have a broadcast address, but it has a multicast address to
reach all PCs in the network Figure 05 illustrates the Smurf
attack [12].
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Figure 05: Smurf attack
(Source: https://www.sans.org/readingroom/whitepapers/detection/complete-guide-ipv6-attackdefense-33904)
The following sections of the document is as follows:
section II describes about existing methods to prevent MITM and
Smurf attacks; section III describes the solution, the research
group proposed; conclusion, future work and acknowledgement.
Solutions
There are vast number of hacking techniques and
protection methods in IPv6. Some of the hacking techniques and
methods are already mentioned in this paper in the introduction.
To limit the scope of this paper, the research group will propose
a solution which can be applied to prevent both MITM and
Smurf attacks.
Packet filtering as a solution for Smurf attack
Firewalls can be a software or hardware element that is
designed to protect network from one another. They are mainly
used for controlling the traffic and filtering it, entering and
leaving. They are kept areas between low and high trust like
private and public network or between to different networks
belonging to the same organization.
Firewalls maintain the traffic using filters. These filters are
mostly set of rules which are defined in the order of priority. If
the packet match the criteria of the rule then actions of the rule
are being applied and if they are not matched then next, no action
is kept and next set of rules are practicality checked.
These packet firewalls filters are based on evidence placed in the
packet header similar protocols, destination address, source
address, port number used etc. These firewalls works at the
network layer (layer 3) and transport layer (layer 4). These are
commonly called as routers.
How packet filter works
Packet filters work with individual packets, therefore every
packet should be decided whether can pass or should undergo
some other action. The basic steps of packet filtering are the
following.
1.

The filter system inspects the packet. It regularly checks
the following information in the packet header:
 Source/destination IP addresses.
 IP options.
 TOS/TTL fields.
 Source/destination port numbers.
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TCP flags.
Data part of packet.

State full packet filters can check the state of the given
packet related to the known connections (whether this packet
goes to an already seen connection or it is a different packet or it
is a packet connected to an already established connection, like
an ICMP control packet), or to other state full information
(whether this packet fits in the TCP window of the link). This
information provide the base for the decision. Of course, the
firewall can test whether the packets checksum and packets in
general are adequate.
2.

After inspecting the packet and collecting state full
information, the packet filter assesses the policy for the
given packet. The policy and the demonstration of the
policy might be different between various
implementations, but usually Access Control Lists
(ACL) are used. ACL are checked from the top of the
list to the bottom. The list entries are usually called
rules and these rules are calculated after one another.

A rule usually contains a match and a decision part. The
match part is evaluated based on the information gathered from
the packet before the rule check. If a packet matches the rule the
rule's decision is taken for that packet. The several
implementations change in how they run over the list. One stops
evaluating at the first matching, while others might take the last
match's decision.
3.

After evaluating the ACL the packet filter can work
with that packet as reported by to the decision. Usually,
every ACL has a default decision which has authority to
see what should happen with the packet if no match
happens. Based on the main security rule a default reject
or default drop approach is a good choice, but as natural
it depends on the implementation and on the
administrator.

There are many decisions, but usually all implementations
support the following basic judgments. The meaning of the
decisions though strength differ to some extent.
 Accept
Agreeing the packet to pass.
 Deny/Drop
Denying the packet soundlessly meaning
That no error packet is sent back to the sender.
 Reject
Denying the packet with sending back some caring of error
packet (ICMP error message or TCP rearrange packet depending
on the situation).
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share data remotely through public networks. Functionality of
VPN is almost same as a firewall that defends data on computer,
VPN protect it online. And while a VPN is technically a WAN
(Wide Area Network) the front end holds the same functionality,
security, and appearance as it would on the private network.
VPN use a combination of dedicated connections and
encryption protocols to generate virtual peer to peer (P2P)
connections. Attackers might manage to get access to transmitted
data, but transmitted data will not be able to be read due to the
encryption.
1.
2.
3.

The user first connects to the public internet through an
Internet Service Provider.
Then initiates a VPN linking with the company VPN
server using client software.
The client software on the server starts the secure
connection, contributions the remote user access to the
internal network.

Many security protocols for VPN are available. The most
common are,
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

IP security (IPSec)
Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol (L2TP)/IPsec
Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) and Transport Layer
Security (TLS)
Point-to-Point Tunneling Protocol (PPTP)
Secure Shell (SSH)

VPNs are the best solution of securing traffic to protect
personal data from an attacker.

II. PROPOSED SOLUTION COMBINING EXISTING
SOLUTIONS
To protect personal data and computer networks in IPv6
from the mentioned attack techniques MITM and Smurf, VPN
and Packet Filtering are already used separately. Theoretically
VPN and Packet Filtering can be implemented together to
provide enhanced security, privacy and will be low in cost and
have better impact on network performance.

III. CONCLUSION
In this paper briefly defined about hacking techniques such
as Man in the Middle, Smurf attacks their functionalities and
how to protect each are in individual way. Then this paper gives
the solution for this attacks used firewall in middle and used
VPN for monitoring the online processing. Used these things
together in the internal firewall it is protect network very
efficiency.

IV. FUTURE WORK
VPN as a solution for MITM
Virtual Private Network (VPN) is a commonly used for
secure connections. A VPN extends a private network across
internet and allow users to strongly access a private network and

In future this firewall add trackback mechanism in it
purposes, it would be additional secured, because trace back
mechanism will be check out the packets and packet filtering
mechanism will be filtering the packets carefully so if intruders
www.ijsrp.org
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get into a packet the both mechanism will block the intruder and
protects the network. By adapting to high performance packet
filtering firewalls the protections gets to the next level. If the
packet filtering mechanism try to read tunneling traffic we can
reduce hackers getting into the network in future VPN will get
more techniques so this firewall become very helpful for protect
the IPV6 environment.
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Appendix
Table: 01

Existing Functionalities

Figure 02: Network Structure.

Figure 01: IPv6 packet header.

Figure 02: Network Structure.
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